Multiple, prolonged actions of neuroendocrine bag cells on neurons in Aplysia. II. Effects on beating pacemaker and silent neurons.
1. A survey of identified cells of the abdominal ganglion of Aplysia was undertaken to determine the extent of bag cell influence in the ganglion. Bursts of bag cell spike activity lasting 5--40 min were elicited by brief, 0.6- to 2 s local stimulation while recording simultaneously from bag cells and other ganglion cells with intracellular electrodes. 2. Slow inhibition occurs in giant cell R2, neurosecretory cells R3-R14, and ink-gland motoneurons, L14A, B, C. The cells remain hyperpolarized for from 15 to 60 min. 3. Transient excitation occurs in mechanoreceptor cells L1 and R1. The cells are strongly depolarized by a slow excitatory potential that lasts for about 10 min and produces spike activity for 3--7 min. 4. Prolonged excitation occurs in some cells of the LB and LC identified cell clusters. The cells are depolarized and spike activity is increased for 3 h or more. 5. A biphasic response occasionally occurs in the command interneuron L10. Inhibition of this cell lasts 10--15 min and is followed by excitation for several hours. Excitation is accompanied by facilitation of synaptic potentials for 40--60 min in cells innervated by L10; the facilitation apparently results from the increase in L10 firing rate. 6. The results indicate that the bag cells have multiple types of actions and affect large numbers of ganglion neurons. All effects have the slowly graded onsets and prolonged durations to be expected of hormonally mediated interactions. 7. Previous studies have indicated that in intact animals the bag cell burst discharge initates a stereotyped egg-laying behavioral pattern that persists for several hours (3, 27). The present data support the hypothesis that certain elements of egg-laying behavior and homeostasis are regulated by a direct action of the bag cells on the central nervous system.